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FastTrack Bundles for IBM Lotus Connections
Gemini Systems is offering a special FastTrack package to improve your organization’s enterprise collaboration capabilities and to
foster innovation leveraging Lotus Connections.
Lotus Connections, the social networking software for business, empowers you to be more innovative and helps you execute more quickly by
leveraging dynamic networks of co-workers, partners and customers. Profiles, an expertise white-pages directory, helps you find the right
people at the right time, helping your organization locate corporate know-how wherever it may be. Communities allow groups of people who
share a common interest to collaborate with one another by sharing information, tools and best practices, boosting overall productivity. Blogs
help capture and share the work experiences of subject matter experts as they perform their daily tasks, resulting in better knowledge sharing
and organizational communications. Dogears give people a better way to personalize and share their own bookmarks, and allow for
searching the community's bookmarks helping build an organizational knowledge repository. Activities make it easy to track your work, invite
and share your tasks with others, manage to-dos for your team, and discover and share best practices through the use of templates.
For a limited time, Gemini Systems will help you reap the benefits of Lotus Connections at a minimal cost. This discounted
promotion combines options for pre-configured hardware, IBM Lotus Connections software licenses and Gemini Systems’
unmatched systems integration and consulting expertise, resulting in a low-risk way to get started with Lotus Connections.
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Assessment of business needs and recommendations
Pilot rollout support for new technology adoption
Assistance with end-user training
Discussion of administration best practices
Post-implementation support
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FastTrack Bundle Pricing

$29,999

$40,999

$89,999

Pre-Configured Server and Software Offering
Dedicated Server (Dual Xeon CPU, 4GB RAM, RAID-1)
Dedicated Server (Quad Xeon CPU, 6GB RAM, RAID-1)
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Standard Edition Operating System
Pre-Configured Lotus Connections Server
Lotus Connections Authorized User License

Services
Assessment of existing technical environment, preparation of deployment plan
Implementation and setup of sample Profiles
Implementation and setup of sample Blogs
Implementation and setup of sample Activities
Implementation and setup of sample Communities
Implementation and setup of sample Dogears
Discussion of Lotus Connections as part of your Enterprise Architecture (including
integration with Enterprise Portals and existing LDAP)

Consulting and Training

Call Gemini Systems now to take advantage of these limited-time offers: (888) 823-8602
or email sales@gemini-systems.com
Pricing valid through June 30, 2009 for qualified customers only. These are limited-time offers, subject to change without
notice. Prices do not include applicable sales tax and travel expenses. Additional restrictions may apply.
The IBM Business Partner emblem, IBM, and Lotus Connections are registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. Windows and Microsoft are registered trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation.

